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What should I do if I have an idea that I want to use commercially?
1) not to spread it publicly - not to write about it in journals, not to lecture about it at 
a conference, not to put it in a newspaper, not to tell anyone about it, etc.
2) search - Is the idea new? Are there any similar ideas?
3) choose the appropriate form of property protection ("protection" means the right to prevent
others from using without consent)

Types of protection:
A) patent
- protects: a new, industrially applicable, technological solution to the problem (technology)
- assessment: versatile
- waiting for award: years (valid retroactively from the submission of the application)
- maintenance fees: annual, increasing
- duration: max. 20 years

It is given for each country separately, although some tasks can be done in bulk. Contact the
national patent office (eg the Industrial Property Office of the Czech Republic) for assistance.
Arrange the services of a patent attorney.
 



B) utility model
- protects: a new, industrially applicable, technical solution to the problem (product)
- assessment: only formal!
- waiting for award: months
- maintenance fees: once every 3 years, constant
- duration: max 10 years (resp. 6 to 15 years in other countries)

It is served for each country separately. International harmonization is not as thorough as for
patents. It is possible to ask a national patent office for help.

C) industrial design
- protects: a new and distinguishable product design
- assessment: only formal!
- waiting for award: months
- maintenance fees: once every 5 years, increasing
- duration: max. 25 years (resp. 15 years in other countries)

It protects the form as such, regardless of the nature of the object that has the form.
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D) trademark
- protects: an unmistakable designation of origin for specific products or services
- assessment: formal only
- waiting for award: months
- maintenance fees: once every 10 years, constant
- duration: unlimited

Any perceptible expression can be a trademark. Symbols of high cultural value (religious, coats 
of arms, etc.), or symbols that are too simple (simple shapes, general designations) cannot be
trademarks. A trademark can also be acquired by proving a continuous period of its use.

E) Copyright
- protects: a works of art
- waiting for award: it arises automatically at the moment of its expression
- maintenance fees: no fees
- duration: for the life of the author and 70 years after his death

Copyright may be voluntarily restricted by Creative Commons licenses. Copyright associations
help with copyright management.



F) secrecy:
- protects: anything
- waiting for award: none
- maintenance fees: no fees
- duration: unlimited, resp. to break the secret

It is often used for drink and food recipes and military technology. Although it is not a legal
institute, it can be enforced in court in these cases. It is the only one that does not require
the publication of a protected.

When everything fails, contact your librarian! :-) → marta.zizienova@tul.cz


